AUTOMOTIVE
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Ferrari Under the Skin: This exhibition at London’s Design Museum showcased £140 million worth of cars.

We know how to make cars look good. Our
work for the automotive industry is dynamic
and diverse. Since our first car launch back
in 1993, we’ve delivered launches, reveals,
exhibitions, Motor Show stands, sculptures
and themed environments for leading brands
including Jaguar Land Rover, Rolls Royce,
Mercedes Benz, Vauxhall and Volvo.
Renowned for innovation, the automotive
industry demands an equally innovative
response in revealing and promoting the
latest models. Our automation technology,
wealth of traditional skills and experienced
crew enable us to deliver exceptional bespoke
projects at a wide range of scales.
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We’ve crafted bespoke sculptural
centrepieces, created temporary structures,
entire brand experiences, scenic contexts and
special effects. We’ve also delivered complex
automation to rotate, lift and spin cars for
Motor Shows throughout Europe, even
putting the latest Land Rover model through
its paces on a ‘Giant’s Causeway’ of moving
platforms. Our capacity and experience make
us responsive to our clients’ needs, regardless
of the project size or scope.
Here are some examples of our work.
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Ferrari: Under the Skin
This high-profile exhibition was the Design
Museum’s largest since moving to their
new location in Kensington. It was created
in partnership with the Ferrari Museum in
Maranello and brought a unique selection
of rare cars, artefacts and memorabilia to
London, with many items on public display
for the first time.
We were asked by the Design Museum to
fit out the gallery, providing a platform to
showcase the astounding £140 million worth
of cars and exhibits. Having pre-prepared the
gallery space, our crew worked with precision
and immaculate attention to detail to create
a series of sleek, high quality environments,
each reflecting the history and innovation of
the Ferrari brand.

Ferrari Under the Skin: The content of each zone was subtly evoked in the choice of materials.

Rolls Royce Phantom Reveal
An elegant, multi-tiered chandelier was
created for the reveal of the brand-new
Rolls Royce Phantom at fine art auctioneers,
Bonham’s. The oval chandelier structure
comprised three nesting automated rings
and was manufactured from 25mm rolled
steel tube truss, the base plate for each
section laser cut with over 750 holes to
accommodate hundreds of drop LEDs.
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Range Rover Velar Reveal
With a lead time of just three weeks, we
created a large, rectangular floating plinth
and suspended lightbox that delivered
rippling lighting effects for the launch of
this innovative new car at London’s Design
Museum. The lightbox comprised a custom
truss grid with fascia onto which a 50 square
metre single-span stretch ceiling was fitted.
To suspend it, fifteen extra track points were
added to the ceiling in the Design Museum’s
Huth Gallery.

Nissan Wind Tunnel
We speedily manufactured and installed this
wind tunnel effect and three-metre-high
platform to display a valuable Nissan concept
car at the Goodwood Festival of Speed. The
structure consisted of a steel frame with a
series of 11 steel rings, 5m in diameter at
each end of the tunnel and narrowing in
the middle. The tunnel exterior was then
clad with 2mm polycarbonate, before rope
lighting was installed along the horizontal
bars, chasing light sequences creating the
wind tunnel effect.

Experiential Pods for Jaguar
We manufactured three 2m high experiential
pods to tour motor shows across the world.
The inner and outer shells were each made
from six interlocking sections, the modular
design making them easy to dismantle,
freight and install. The GRP outer shells were
given an aluminium automotive finish while
the inner panels were lined with acoustic
foam and fitted with fully integrated sound
facilities and a video screen.
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Jaguar Word Cloud: A sleek and striking sculpture featuring ninety-five different words in seven different languages.

Jaguar Word Cloud sculptures
These striking aluminium word cloud
sculptures were manufactured for the
global launch of the new Jaguar XE sports
saloon. The design featured ninetyfive different words in seven different
languages, all expressing the aesthetics and
characteristics of the new car. Working
with Jaguar’s designs, we developed the
3D drawings and determined the best
method of manufacture. This included
carefully managing how we wrapped the
two-dimensional text around the threedimensional model, ensuring it remained
legible and looked beautiful.

Range Rover Portugal
This press event celebrated forty years
of Range Rover production and saw us
manufacture high-spec elements in keeping
with the two boutique-style hotel venues.
The emphasis was on attention to detail
and the seamless integration of our work
with the luxury interior design of the hotels.
Inside, we manufactured display plinths
and cases for factory models, toys and rare
artefacts. Outside, we built stylish vehicle
plinths to display the first Range Rover
model and the latest model side by side.
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Jaguar Land Rover Motor show
This dynamic and technologically innovative
stand debuted at the 2014 Geneva Motor
Show and is still in use at motor shows
across Europe today. We were tasked with
providing top-notch scenic finishes along
with bespoke automation and engineering
for the brand-new top of the range Jaguar
coupe and limited-edition Land Rover.
A 6m multi-positional articulating turntable
paved with 2.5 tonnes of special glass, lifted,
turned and tilted the 2.5 tonnes of Jaguar
through a series of manoeuvres, simulating
an exhilarating drive.
For the Land Rover Discovery, an 8m reflective
pool filled with black water hid 28 hydraulic
lifts, each one independently operated, which
broke the surface to take the car through a
series of off-road type manoeuvres. To the
rear, two 6m x 3m high-res LED screens came
together to form a single screen using 56m of
purpose-built track.

Jaguar Land Rover: This ‘Giants’ Causeway’ of hydraulic platforms took the car through a series of off-road manoeuvres.
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General Motors: The Orb
This mysterious UFO crash site ‘appeared’
overnight and was part of a larger launch
event for specially invited dealers and
suppliers. We provided a stage, set and
two themed garages from which the new
cars were revealed. The crash site itself
required us to fashion a mud and turf
crater from polystyrene, complete with a
15m diameter pond. Embedded within the
crater was a heavily guarded UFO capsule
of steel and reynobond.

Lexus Live
This experiential environment was
constructed within a temporary
demountable De Boer structure, located
first at the ADAC test track at Lüneburg
before being dismantled, adapted and
rebuilt adjacent to the Hockenheimring. We
manufactured all elements in just over two
weeks, creating a high-spec environment
with 5m high curved walls dividing the space
into key functional areas.
Display cases, graphics and information
stands for each car. Materials such as rubber,
bamboo, acrylic and white laminate were
used throughout, reinforcing the luxurious
brand experience.

Lexus Live: A high-spec experiential environment turned around in just two weeks.
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Salzburg Corsa Launch
We completely transformed Salzburg
Airport’s winter skiing terminal into an
auditorium and exhibition area for the
pan-European dealer and fleet launch of
2006’s new Opel/Vauxhall Corsa. The reveal
brought together various moving scenic
elements including six large sliding gauze
panels, two roller shutter doors and a 14m
car revolve, all controlled by our motion
control system. We created the auditorium,
constructing an unusually designed seating
block consisting of 62 semi-circular fourperson seating booths, finished to a very
high-specification.
Mini Convertible Launch
The launch of the MINI convertible at the
NEC was a spectacular event combining
static car display, hospitality area and live
driving arena. We supplied and installed
over 60m of plain and printed scenic panels,
along with 240sqm of mezzanine floor to
create a spectacular two-tiered stand. The
upper level was fitted out with a bespoke
bar and furniture to create a private lounge
for MINI owners.

BMW Viewpod
This cantilevered Viewpod was developed to
display two vehicles at different levels, the
upper level seeming to float, whilst bearing
the weight of almost one and a half tonnes.
The steel and plywood pod was built in four
sections that could be easily re-connected
on site. The whole structure was given a
high-quality white paint finish. Inside, an
enclosed central walkway offered portholes
overlooking the lower car, pinpointing and
explaining specific key aspects of its design.
On the other side of the walkway, sensor-led
AV tubes fed further detailed information
about the car to the public.
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Saab 9-3
This launch involved constructing three
very different environments. A 200-seat
auditorium staged the car reveal, employing
both a revolve and a tracking video wall.
Visitors then moved into a high-spec
contemporary presentation area with a white
floor, glass partitioning and filled cloth walls.
Linking the two areas was a piazza, over
which we rigged a large tensile structure,
surrounded by three spectacular curved
scenic walls, one of which even spanned a
main access road.

Mercedes-Benz World
We worked closely with the client and other
contractors throughout the concept design,
planning, construction and installation of this
visitor experience. Our work mirrored the
intrinsic qualities of the cars themselves as
we created a sound proofed auditorium for
a simulated journey down a production line,
an 88-seat theatre, a futuristic structure for
interactive exhibits and a children’s play area:
all within the confines of an existing building.

Mercedes-Benz World: Five distinct visitor experiences providing a high-spec immersive environment.
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